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I wish to voice my concerns with medicine as practised today, and to where it is heading.
1 - The medical profession appears dominated by large pharmaceutical conglomerates. My reasons
for stating this is pertinent to computer software that governs and constrains what doctors must
comply with to avoid censure from their Association; or to avoid lawsuit because they failed to treat
within the parameters of pharmaceutical 'guidelines' within this software (such software most likely
owned by the pharmaceutical cartels). Doctors today are in fact simply Pharma 'script-writers' with
regards to 'medical health care,' by any reasonable or rational definition.
2 - The medical profession does not advise in any responsible manner aspects with vaccine
ingredients, such as preservatives, mercury, aluminium, formaldehyde, insect and animal cell lines,
human diploid cell lines obtained from aborted foetuses; or to advise such foul ingredients are often
enhanced by exposure with genetically mutated bacteria. The dangerous 'peanut allergy' with people
today most certainly arose from peanut oil adjuvants contained in penicillin antibiotics.
3 - The medical profession is concerned to enforce totally all or any contrived vaccination
programmes upon the entire population; and to do this over concerned (educated free thinking)
sections of the target population not wishing to comply with such foul ingredients forced into
themselves and their children. This is base human behaviour by a self proclaimed 'care' profession at
its worst - it is controlling psycopathy, with no regard for any other viewpoints; it is a delusional
claim of medical infallibility over all other healthcare or thought systems.
4 - The medical profession, on vague pretext of 'herd-immunity' through unnatural vaccine process
(injection, bypassing normal body systems of auto immunity) approves of objecting free thinking
persons being penalised by workplace prohibition, their children not allowed into
kindergartens/schools, denial of government child endowment provisions, the unvaccinated elderly
not allowed into aged care facilities - and claim that this is all for the greater good of society… All the
hallmarks of enmeshment with the corporate fascist state. Either these Orwellian vaccines work - or
they don't. And apparently they don't work as boasted, which is fraud at one level - and criminal by
cruel results that are becoming endemic in our over medicated and micromanaged society eg mental
complaints (including autism), severe allergies, autoimmune diseases, thyroid dysfunction,
cancer… all of which are out of control under the watch of the 'infallible medical system' as it
dysfunctionally exists today.
5 - The medical profession speaking out on behalf of the obscene water 'fluoridation' programmes.
When corporations can insist on, and politicians enforce (after 'advice' from AMA and ADA
representatives) the mandating of waste silica fluorides from mainly phosphate fertiliser refineries
being dumped into public water. Such claims of benefit are bogus - and spelt out in clear detail in the
book 'The Fluoride Deception' (Bryson) - inclusive of 150 pages of information obtained by freedom of
information process. And this 'illustrious' profession keeping from the trusting public fact that these
silica fluorides are further contaminated with toxic heavy metals such as mercury, cadmium, lead,
barium ad nauseum - and these industrial wastes are further contaminated with radio-active nuclides.
6 - The medical profession has not spoken against the pharmaceutical controlled and bogus 'Codex
Alimentarius' - which is on track for implementation upon Australia. This corrupt 'law' will prevent
the population access to herbal and natural vitamin supplements. This will allow pharmaceutical
cartels to totally control all aspects of 'alternative' remedy or immune support: as any true free
society would allow, and actually encourage. It is a modern day equivalent of the fascist German state
'Burning of the Books.' --- Mind control in absolute form.

7 - The medical profession will not enter into any meaningful public dialogue with all or any of the
preceding concerns. It therefore cannot claim compliance with any 'Code of Ethics' that would be
reasonably expected of them. Their existing or proposed changes to Codes of Ethics are simply
inconvenient 'word on paper' for accreditation purposes - as worthless as the media code: (you cannot
have such manifest corruption as exists in society today without a corrupt or compromised media… and
the media as the Fourth Protocol has failed its responsibility entirely - to our complete
social degradation).
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